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And here we are at the beginning of another month.
One challenge ended and its time to start another...
This month I would like to dare you do imagine some What If scenarios...
Imagine, if you will, What If Superman and Lori Lemaris ended up together...
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What would an offspring of those two look like?
But lets not stop there, lets imagine a cross-platform/publisher mix too...
To sum up, imagine you are a mad scientist and have the power to pick ANY characters from ANY
reality and mix them up into a new being.
Imagine what are their powers, appearance, whatever... You are only limited by your imagination.

To participate, create as many images as you like and post them at the category Monthly and other
challenges (Please, keep it regular gallery
), and as Title: Lady Mix-A-Lot: your title
I wonder what your sick minds will cook up for this one.

figure br{display:none;} figure { display: block; position: relative; overflow: hidden; margin: 0 20px
20px 0; width:50% } figure img {width:100%;} figcaption { position: absolute; background: black;
background: rgba(0,0,0,0.75); color: white; padding: 10px 20px; opacity: 0; -webkit-transition: all 0.6s
ease; -moz-transition: all 0.6s ease; -o-transition: all 0.6s ease;font-style: oblique; } figure:hover
figcaption { opacity: 1; } figure:before { content: "?"; position: absolute; font-weight: 800; background:
black; background: rgba(255,255,255,0.75); text-shadow: 0 0 5px white; color: black; width: 24px;
height: 24px; -webkit-border-radius: 12px; -moz-border-radius: 12px; border-radius: 12px; text-align:
center; font-size: 14px; line-height: 24px; -moz-transition: all 0.6s ease; opacity: 0.75; }
figure:hover:before { opacity: 0; } .cap-left:before { bottom: 10px; left: 10px; } .cap-left figcaption {
bottom: 0.3%; left: -30%; } .cap-left:hover figcaption { left: 0.5%; }
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